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Seizures invite seizures. At the initial stage of epilepsy, seizures intensify with each episode; however, the mechanisms underlying this exacerbation remain to be solved. Astrocytes have a strong control over neuronal excitability
and the mode of information processing. This control is accomplished by adjusting the levels of various ions in the
extracellular space. The network of astrocytes connected via gap junctions allows a wider or more confined distribution of these ions depending on the open probability of the gap junctions. K 1 clearance relies on the K 1 uptake by
astrocytes and the subsequent diffusion of K 1 through the astrocyte network. When astrocytes become uncoupled,
K 1 clearance becomes hindered. Accumulation of extracellular K 1 leads to hyperexcitability of neurons. Here, using
acute hippocampal slices from mice, we uncovered that brief periods of epileptiform activity result in gap junction
uncoupling. In slices that experienced short-term epileptiform activity, extracellular K 1 transients in response to
glutamate became prolonged. Na 1 imaging with a fluorescent indicator indicated that intercellular diffusion of small
cations in the astrocytic syncytium via gap junctions became rapidly restricted after epileptiform activity. Using a
transgenic mouse with astrocyte-specific expression of a pH sensor (Lck-E 2 GFP), we confirmed that astrocytes react
to epileptiform activity with intracellular alkalization. Application of Na1/HCO 3 – cotransporter blocker led to the
suppression of intracellular alkalization of astrocytes and to the prevention of astrocyte uncoupling and hyperactivity intensification both in vitro and in vivo. Therefore, the inhibition of astrocyte alkalization could become a promising therapeutic strategy for countering epilepsy development.
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Significance Statement
We aimed to understand the mechanisms underlying the plastic change of forebrain circuits associated with the intensification of epilepsy. Here, we demonstrate that first-time exposure to only brief periods of epileptiform activity results in acute
disturbance of the intercellular astrocyte network formed by gap junctions in hippocampal tissue slices from mice. Moreover,
rapid clearance of K1 from the extracellular space was impaired. Epileptiform activity activated inward Na1/HCO3– cotransport in astrocytes by cell depolarization, resulting in their alkalization. Our data suggest that alkaline pH shifts in astrocytes
lead to gap junction uncoupling, hampering K1 clearance, and thereby to exacerbation of epilepsy. Pharmacological intervention could become a promising new strategy to dampen neuronal hyperexcitability and epileptogenesis.
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Introduction
The brain has a nearly infinite ability to change. The plasticity of
neurons and synaptic transmission, which is associated with
learning and memory, has been studied widely. However, the
plasticity of glial functions has not been thoroughly addressed.
Astrocytes, a major class of macroglial cells, form extensive networks of their own, which closely interact with neuronal circuits.
The astrocyte circuit regulates the neuronal excitability and
affects the mode of information processing in the brain
(Pannasch et al., 2012).
Epilepsy (epi) is a common neuronal disorder characterized
by hyperexcitability and seizures. Approximately 1% of people
worldwide suffer from epilepsy, one-third of which show drug
resistance (Kalilani et al., 2018). As most current antiepileptic
drugs (AEDs) directly target neurons to suppress excess firing of
action potentials, side effects are commonly observed with the
administration of AEDs, which decreases the patients’ quality of
life (Chen et al., 2017). A promising alternative target is astrocytes. By controlling the ability of astrocytes to regulate neuronal
excitability, a strategy to suppress epileptogenesis, rather than
suppressing individual seizures, may be sought.
Astrocytes are connected intercellularly via gap junctions. It
has been suggested that this gap junction coupling enables direct
exchange of various substances, such as ions, transmitters, and
metabolites (Verkhratsky and Kettenmann, 1996; Hirase et al.,
2004; Verkhratsky and Kirchhoff, 2007; Escartin and Rouach,
2013; Verkhratsky and Nedergaard, 2018). Astrocytes can control the local brain environment and respond to vivid neuronal activity by adjusting the level of gap junction connections
(Rouach et al., 2008). The local brain environment strongly
influences seizure generation and/or cessation (Bélanger and
Magistretti, 2009; Giaume et al., 2010; Jin and Chen, 2011;
Pannasch et al., 2012; Pernelle et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019).
For example, K1 clearance from extracellular space is one of
the key functions required for the cessation of hyperactivity
(Bellot-Saez et al., 2017). Action potential firing of neurons
leads to K1 outflow, and the accumulation of extracellular
K1 leads to heightened neuronal excitability. K1 are normally
taken up by astrocytes and diffuse intercellularly through the
astrocyte network via gap junctions. However, when gap junctions
become uncoupled, this K1 clearance process could become disrupted, an effect that seems to be especially critical under pathologic conditions (Steinhäuser et al., 2012; Bazzigaluppi et al., 2017;
Du et al., 2018; Breithausen et al., 2020). With hampered K1 clearance from the extracellular space, neurons would remain hyperexcitable for a prolonged time, which may further exacerbate
seizures (de Curtis et al., 2018).
Such astrocyte uncoupling has been suggested to occur in the
advanced stages of epilepsy. Astrocyte-specific deletion of connexins, on the other hand side, results in significantly higher seizure activity in mice (Deshpande et al., 2020). Previous studies
have also suggested that gap junction uncoupling occurs by intracellular changes in pH, which likely leads to phosphorylation
of the connexin proteins (González-Nieto et al., 2008; Boedtkjer
et al., 2013). Alkalization of astrocytes has been reported to occur
during seizure-like activities in vitro (Raimondo et al., 2016). To
reveal the chain of events leading to the exacerbation of seizures,
we opted to use various tools to measure extracellular and intercellular ion dynamics in acute mouse hippocampal slices. We
show that epileptiform activity leads to Na1/HCO3– cotransporter (NBC) activation, to intracellular alkalization in astrocytes, and to a partial gap junction uncoupling. By the
pharmacological blockade of NBC, intracellular alkalization, gap
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junction uncoupling, and exacerbation of hyperactivity were prevented. The antiepileptic effect of the NBC blocker was also demonstrated in vivo. Our data thus demonstrate a functional
plasticity of astrocytes in response to short-term hyperactivity of
neurons, which apparently leads to exacerbation of epilepsy. By
uncovering the mechanisms underlying the plasticity of astrocyte
gap junctions, we were able to propose a possible target for suppressing epileptogenesis at a very early stage. This finding shows
the powerful effects of the astrocyte state on the function of neuronal circuits. Such astrocyte plasticity may occur in both physiological and pathophysiological situations and contribute to the
outstanding dynamism of the brain function.

Materials and Methods
This study was conducted in accordance with the recommendations of
the Regulations for Animal Experiments and Related Activities at
Tohoku University, and all experimental procedures were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Tohoku
University. Experiments on acute tissue slices performed at the Heinrich
Heine University Düsseldorf were conducted in strict accordance with
the institutional guidelines as well as the European Community Council
Directive (2010/63/EU). All experiments were approved by the Animal
Welfare Office at the Animal Care and Use Facility of the Heinrich
Heine University Düsseldorf (institutional act no. O50/05). In accordance with the recommendations of the European Commission (Close et
al., 1997); mice were anaesthetized with CO2 before the animals were
quickly decapitated. All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering
and to reduce the number of animals used.
Acute hippocampal slice preparation. Acute parasagittal hippocampal slices from mice [C57BL/6J or BALB/c mice; age, postnatal day 16
(P16) to P30; thickness, 250 mm] were prepared as described previously
(Langer et al., 2012). Mice were deeply anesthetized, and the brain was
removed and sliced in ice-cold artificial CSF (preparation ACSF) solution containing the following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 6
MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, and 20 glucose, bubbled with 95%
O2 and 5% CO2, pH 7.4, 312–320 mOsm. Then slices were incubated in
solution (normal ACSF) with CaCl2 and MgCl2 concentrations substituted to 2.0 and 1.0, respectively. For selective staining of the
astrocytes in some experiments, slices were incubated in ACSF additionally containing 0.5–1 mM sulforhodamine 101 (SR101; catalog
#S0025, Chemodex) at 32–34°C for 20 min, and then incubated in
ACSF without SR101 for a further 10 min (Nimmerjahn et al., 2004;
Kafitz et al., 2008; Langer et al., 2012). After the incubation, slices
were stored in ACSF at room temperature and used for recordings
at room temperature (22–25°C).
It has been reported that SR101 could also stain cells other than
astrocytes, including oligodendrocytes (Hagos and Hülsmann, 2016;
Hülsmann et al., 2017). However, using our staining protocol, it has
been shown that SR101-positive cells in the hippocampus had both electrophysiological and morphologic properties of astrocytes (Kafitz et al.,
2008; Schnell et al., 2012). Another study suggested that only ;1% of the
oligodendrocytes identified by specific GFP expression were stained by
SR101 in hippocampus (Griemsmann et al., 2015). Therefore, we suggest
that most of the SR101-labeled cells in our study were astrocytes.
To induce short-term epileptiform activity, slices were perfused with
nominally Mg21-free normal ACSF supplemented with a GABAA receptor antagonist [100 mM picrotoxin (Pic); catalog #28004-71, Nacalai
Tesque; 0Mg21-Pic) for 15 min. For some experiments, S0859 (50 mM;
catalog #A15228, AdooQ Bioscience), a blocker of NBC, was supplemented in the 0Mg21-Pic solution. To induce intracellular alkalization,
slices were exposed to ACSF containing 20 mM NH4Cl for at most 8 min.
This solution was prepared by equimolar substitution for NaCl.
Chemicals were purchased from Nacalai Tesque or Sigma-Aldrich,
unless otherwise noted.
Electrophysiological recordings. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings
were performed as described previously (Sasaki et al., 2012; Beppu et al.,
2014). A hippocampal slice was transferred to a submerged-type
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recording chamber for the recording and continuously superfused.
Pyramidal neurons in CA1 were visualized using a 60 water-immersion objective on an upright microscope equipped with infrared-differential interference contrast. Current-clamp recordings were performed
with patch electrodes with resistances of 4–8 MV. A pipette solution
with the following composition was used (in mM): 112 K-gluconate, 32
KCl, 10 HEPES, 0.5 EGTA, 4 MgCl2, 4 Na2ATP, and 0.5 NaGTP, pH 7.4,
KOH for titration.
Fabrication and calibration of double-barreled K1-selective microelectrodes. The microelectrodes were prepared as described previously
(Haack et al., 2015). Briefly, two borosilicate glass capillaries were fixed
together, twisted with heat and pulled to a tip of 1 mm. The ion-sensitive
barrel was silanized with hexamethyldisilazane, while the reference barrel was filled with distilled water to prevent its silanization. After silanization, capillaries were heated at 200°C for 2 h and kept dry until use.
The tip of the ion-sensitive barrel was filled with 1–2 ml of the ion-selective sensor (potassium ionophore I, Cocktail B, catalog #99373, SigmaAldrich) and then backfilled with 100 mM KCl. The reference barrel was
filled with HEPES-buffered saline as follows (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl,
2 CaCl2, 2 MgSO4, 1.25 NaH2PO4, and 25 HEPES, pH 7.4, NaOH for titration. Then chlorinated silver wires were inserted into both barrels and
sealed with dental wax. Electrodes were connected to a custom-made differential amplifier (input resistance, Rin = 10 TV). The resistances of the
K1-sensitive barrel and the reference barrel were 10–20 GV and 30–100
MV, respectively. The electrodes were calibrated by perfusion with salines containing different concentrations of KCl, as described previously
(Karus et al., 2015).
K1 concentration recordings. Double-barreled K1 ion-selective
microelectrodes were used to compare extracellular K1 concentration
([K1]o) transients induced in control and epilepsy model slices. The
microelectrodes were inserted into the stratum radiatum (s.r.) of the slices, and [K1]o transients on bath application of 1 mM glutamate for 10 s
were recorded. Application of glutamate alone would cause action
potential firing of neurons, and the whole circuit would be activated.
Plasticity on epileptogenesis may include changes not only in the [K1]o
clearance mechanisms but also in the synaptic transmission properties
as well. Therefore, to focus only on the changes in the [K1]o clearance
mechanisms, a Na1 channel blocker, tetrodotoxin (TTX; 0.5 mM; catalog
#T8024, Sigma-Aldrich), was dissolved in the perfusate (normal ACSF)
to block neuronal action potential firing and prevent action potential-dependent synaptic transmission altogether. To ensure complete block,
15 min of TTX perfusion was applied before the glutamate application.
Glutamate bath application in TTX led to a transient increase in [K1]o,
which was likely to be because of the endogenous K1 efflux on activation
of ionotropic glutamate receptors and high-affinity glutamate transporters (Hertz et al., 2015). To investigate the effect of epileptiform activity
on the K1 clearance mechanisms, the first 15 min of 0Mg21-Pic solution
was perfused in the absence of TTX. TTX was absent during this period
to allow action potential firing and epileptiform activity to occur.
Afterward, 15 min of a TTX-only solution was applied, followed by the
application of glutamate (in the presence of TTX) to measure the transient [K1]o response.
Na1 imaging. The sodium-binding benzofuran isophthalate (SBFI)acetoxymethyl ester (AM; catalog #6212, Setareh Biotech) was loaded
into cells in the brain slices by bolus injection, which is described in earlier publications (Stosiek et al., 2003; Gerkau et al., 2019). Wide-field
fluorescence imaging was performed using an upright microscope
(Fluoview FV1000, Olympus; 60 water-immersion objective) and a
CCD camera (ImagEM, Hamamatsu). Cells were excited alternately at
340 and 385 nm (Dual-LED, Pritzmatrix), and fluorescence emission
(.478/35 nm) was collected at 4 Hz. Na1 influx into a starter astrocyte
was induced by its direct electrical stimulation with a theta glass pipette
(40 V, 1 ms; Langer et al., 2012). This resulted in a rapid decrease in fluorescent emission excited at 385 nm. Data from some experiments that
did not show any fluorescence change of the stimulated cell (indicating
failure of electroporation) or a complete loss of cellular fluorescence after
the stimulation (indicating permanent loss of membrane integrity) were
excluded. For individual regions of interest (ROIs), reflecting somata of
SR101-positive astrocytes, the fluorescence ratio (Fratio = F340/F385) was
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calculated and analyzed offline by using AxoGraph and FIJI software.
Background correction was performed by subtracting the fluorescence
value taken from a concentric annulus positioned around each ROI.
Changes in the Na1 concentration were expressed as changes in the fluorescence ratio normalized to the baseline (percentage of DFratio).
Generation of KENGE-tetO-Lck-E2GFP mice. KENGE-tetO-Lck2
E GFP mice were generated using Cas9 mRNA and single guide RNA
(sgRNA) targeting Actb (sgActb) as previously described (Aida et al.,
2015).We generated pTV-Actb-TetO-Lck-E2GFP-poly A targeting vector. The injection mixture was prepared by mixing and diluting Cas9
mRNA (5 ng/ml), sgActb (2.5 ng/ml), and pTV-Actb-TetO-Lck-E2GFPpoly A (10 ng/ml) in 0.1 TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, and 0.1 mM EDTA,
pH 8.0). The methods for the preparation of one-cell stage zygotes and
the injection of the above mixture were described previously (Aida et al.,
2015). Two-cell stage embryos injected were transferred into pseudopregnant ICR female mice (CLEA Japan). Knock-in mice were screened
by PCR with Primestar GXL (Takara) and three different pairs of primers, and were established as a Actb-tetO-Lck-E2GFP knock-in line.
Genotyping. Mlc1-E2GFP mice (Mlc1-tTA::tetO-Lck-E2GFP double
transgenic mice) were obtained by crossing Mlc1-tTA mice and tetOLck-E2GFP mice (Sasaki et al., 2012; Tanaka et al., 2012). The following
PCR primer sets were used in mouse genotyping: MlcU-657 (59AAATTCAGGAAGCTGTGTGCCTGC-39) and mtTA24L (59CGGAGTTGATCACCTTGGACTTGT-39) for Mlc1-tTA mice; tetOup
(59-AGCAGAGCT CGTTTAGTGAACCGT-39) and intronLow (59AAGGCAGGATGATGACCAGGATGT-39) for tetO-Lck-E2GFP mice.
The sizes of the PCR products are ;680 and 610 bp, respectively. Wildtype mice are negative for the above PCR products.
pH imaging. Intracellular pH imaging was performed using transgenic mice with astrocyte-specific expression of a pH sensor (LckE2GFP). Confocal fluorescence imaging was performed using an upright
microscope (FLUOVIEW FV1000, Olympus) equipped with 60 waterimmersion objective. The soma of an E2GFP-positive astrocyte was
excited at 473 nm. Fluorescence emission from E2GFP was separated
using a dichroic mirror at 510 nm and bandpass filtered for detection by
the two photomultiplier tubes at 490–540 nm (Ch1) and 490–590 nm
(Ch2). z stacks of two frames were taken at an interval of ;6 s/stack for
20 times (total imaging time, ;120 s). Sets of 20 z stacks were first taken
in normal ACSF as the baseline image (Pre). 0Mg21-Pic solution was
then perfused for 15 min to induce epileptiform activity. The perfusion
solution was switched back to normal ACSF, and 20 z stacks were taken
each at 15 and 110 min after switching back to the normal ACSF.
The averaged relative pH change for each epoch was calculated as
follows. Images were analyzed offline by using AxoGraph and FIJI software. Background corrections of each channel were performed by dividing the baseline fluorescent intensity values obtained from the Pre. For
each brain slice, ratio values of the fluorescence intensity (Ch2/Ch1)
were calculated. For each recording epoch, Ch2/Ch1 values were averaged and normalized to the Ch2/Ch1 values of the Pre (Ch2/Ch1 of
Pre = 1 for each slice). For every condition (control, 0Mg21-Pic, and
S0859 in 0Mg21-Pic), these values were normalized to the average values
of each epoch obtained from control slices (control = 1 for each epoch).
Local field potential recordings. Local field potential (LFP) recordings
were performed as described previously (Whittington et al., 1997). In
brief, a short train of electrical stimuli (100 Hz for 100 ms) of the
Schaffer collaterals was applied with a bipolar stimulating electrode (catalog #IMJ2–10H50-0.05, Inter Medical Co., Ltd.) to evaluate the neuronal excitability in acute hippocampal slices [neuronal excitability
evaluating stimuli (NEESs)]. NEES-induced neuronal response was
recorded with a glass pipette. The recording pipette was filled with normal ACSF (1–5 MV) and placed in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer. The
NEES response was short, lasting less than ;1 s after the cessation of the
stimuli train, which was much shorter than a typical “after discharge
(AD),” which is induced by a much more intense stimulation with
responses lasting over tens of seconds. NEES responses were recorded 10
times at 10 s intervals to evaluate the basal neuronal excitability (Pre-epi
NEES response). Subsequently, epileptiform activity was induced by a
prolonged stimulation of the Schaffer collateral [100 Hz for 1 s, which
was repeated 20 times at 30 s intervals; epi stimulation (Epi-stim)].
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NEES responses were recorded again to evaluate the effect of the epi
stimulation on the neuronal excitability [postepilieptic (Post-epi) NEES
response]. Both Pre-epi and Post-epi NEES responses were recorded and
low-pass filtered at 5 kHz with an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular
Devices), and digitized at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz with an analog-to-digital converter (Digidata 1440 A, Molecular Devices). The
power spectrum (PS) was calculated for the immediate early phase of the
NEES response (95–745 ms after the final stimulation) and was averaged
across 8–10 traces. The difference between the Post-epi PS and the Preepi PS was calculated for each slice.
Surgery to prepare rapid hippocampal kindling of mice. C57/BL6J
mice .7 weeks of age were used in this model. Mice were anesthetized
with three types of mixed anesthesia, consisting of 0.75 mg/kg medetomidine hydrochloride (Domitor, Nippon Zenyaku Kogyo Co., Ltd.),
4 mg/kg midazolam (Sandoz), and 5 mg/kg butorphanol tartrate
(Vetorphale, Meiji Seika Pharma Co., Ltd.). For the medetomidine reversal after the surgery, 0.75 mg/kg atipamezole hydrochloride (Antisedan,
Zenyaku Kogyo Co., Ltd.) was administered. The anesthetized mouse
was mounted on a stereotaxic frame for surgery. For the direct drug
application to the brain parenchyma and for electrical stimulation of the
hippocampus, a guide cannula and electrode combination was custom
made. A guide cannula, such as that used for microdialysis experiments
(diameter, 0.5 mm; CX-8, EICOM), was prepared, and two perfluoroalkoxy alkane-coated tungsten wire electrodes with their cut ends exposed
(diameter, 0.2032 mm; catalog #796500, A-M Systems) were adhered to
the sides of the guide cannula shaft. This guide cannula/electrode combination was implanted into the right dorsal hippocampus [anteroposterior (AP) = 2.0 mm; mediolateral (ML) = 1.0 mm; dorsoventral (DV) =
2.0 mm]. Coordinates were based on the mouse brain atlas (Paxinos
and Franklin, 2001). For electroencephalography (EEG) recording, two
screws were implanted into the skull over the left cerebral cortex. These
two stimulation tungsten electrodes and two recording screw electrodes
were soldered to a four-pin connector socket, which was attached to the
skull with dental cement. Upon the start of experiments, recording wires
and stimulation wires were connected to this socket. Rapid kindling
experiments started after at least 2 d of recovery from surgery.
Rapid hippocampal kindling. Mice were placed in a custom-made
EEG-video-microdialysis system and allowed to move freely. Kindling
stimulations (1 ms pulses, 50 Hz frequency, 10 s duration, 5 V) were
applied 12 times/d at 30 min intervals with a constant-voltage stimulator
(DS2A-Mk.II, Digitimer) for 3 consecutive days. This rapid kindling
protocol was similar to the ones used in previous studies (Lothman and
Williamson, 1993; Etemadi et al., 2015). EEG signals were amplified
(DAM50, WPI), low-pass filtered at 1 kHz, and digitized at a sampling
frequency of 2 kHz (Micro1401 and Spike2, Cambridge Electronic
Design). Behavioral seizures were simultaneously monitored with a
video recording system. Animals that did not respond with an AD to the
first stimulation were excluded. For continuous application of S0859
into the brain, a probe with a semipermeable membrane, normally used
for microdialysis experiments (diameter, 0.22 mm; CX-I-01, EICOM),
was inserted into the guide cannula. Low (physiological) Ca21 ACSF of
the following compositions was used for the microdialysis (in mM): 124
NaCl, 4 KCl, 5 HEPES, 1.1 MgCl2, and 1.2 CaCl2, pH 7.4, NaOH for titration. This low Ca21 ACSF with or without 300 mM S0859 was perfused through this probe, which allowed administration of the drug
permeating through the probe membrane. Although 300 mM S0859 was
used in the feeding line of the microdialysis probe, the actual effective
concentration of S0859 in the brain parenchyma would be much lower.
The semipermeable membrane that we used had a recovery rate of
;5–10% for microdialysis. For example, only 6.7% of the concentration of norepinephrine [molecular weight (MW) = 169.18; S0859,
MW = 530.04] can be detected passing in through the membrane,
when the flow rate is 2 ml/min (see the EICOM website for details concerning the recovery rate of the microdialysis membrane). The drug
permeating out through the membrane and entering the brain parenchyma will diffuse to a wider area, but the concentration will become
concentrically lower. We assume that the maximum concentration of
S0859 would likely be ;10%, which is ;30 mM. This is less than the
concentration used in acute slice experiments (50 mM); thus, the
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adverse effect of S0859 may not be as strong as one may assume from
the concentration used in the feeding line (300 mM). Compared with
pressure application of the drug, the use of the microdialysis probe for
drug administration exerts minimal mechanical stress to the brain parenchyma. The flow rate of the perfusion was 2 ml/min, and the perfusion started 30 min before the first kindling stimulation. The perfusion
continued until the final stimulation on each day.
Analysis of EEG data. In vivo EEG data were analyzed offline by
using AxoGraph. The traces were bandpass filtered between 2 and
20 Hz, and the absolute values were calculated and subsequently integrated. Basal EEG fluctuation produces a linear increase in the integrated
traces; thus, a linear fit line of the baseline was subtracted to extract the
effect of the hippocampal stimulation. For the “first 2- analysis,” the
peak amplitude of the integrated traces was calculated for the first and
second stimulation and normalized to that of the first stimulation. These
values were pooled and were compared between the two groups (control
vs S0859) using Student’s t test. “AD durations” were manually measured by visual examination of the postfiltered traces. Hippocampal stimulation sometimes resulted in the failure of AD occurrence. Failure
traces were not included for the AD duration analysis. The “AD occurrence” was manually detected for each stimulation. Daily values of the
AD occurrence were compared between the two groups using the x 2
test. AD durations, including the failure events, with failure events calculated as zero, were pooled and averaged as “total AD duration.” Daily
values of the total AD duration were compared between the two groups
using the Mann–Whitney U test.
Data analysis and statistics. Data are presented as the mean 6 SEM.
Statistical analysis (Student’s t test, Welch’s t test, and two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test for normally distributed data, x 2 test, or Mann–Whitney U test for non-normally distributed data) was conducted using Excel and OriginPro 8.6J software
(OriginLab). For multiple comparison, Student’s t test or Welch’s t test
with Holm correction was used.

Results
Short-term exposure of epileptiform activity leads to a state
prone to more severe hyperactivity. We aimed to understand the
cellular mechanisms leading to the exacerbation of epilepsy. To
this end, we used electrophysiology and ion concentration recording techniques to analyze the contribution of astrocyte gap
junction coupling.
Epileptiform activity acutely impairs K1 clearance
A short-term plasticity model of the exacerbation of epilepsy in
acute hippocampal slices of mice was created by exposing a slice
to solutions that can induce epileptiform activity (Fig. 1A).
Epileptiform activity was induced by Mg21-free superfusate containing picrotoxin, a GABAA receptor antagonist (0Mg21-Pic).
Current-clamp recordings from pyramidal cells in hippocampal
CA1 confirmed the epileptiform-like activity within 15 min of
the 0Mg21-Pic perfusion (n = 3; Fig. 1B, top).
We next examined whether K1 clearance becomes hindered
after the tissue has experienced short-term epileptiform activity. In the presence of TTX, glutamate (Glu) was bath applied
for 10 s to activate the neurons in the slice without making
them fire action potentials (Haack et al., 2015; Hertz et al.,
2015). Depolarization induced by activating ionotropic glutamate receptors and glutamate transporters would cause extrusion of K1 from the cytosol to the extracellular space. As the
synaptic and circuitry changes induced by short-term epileptiform activity were not the main focus of this study, TTX was
included in this set of experiments to avoid action potentialinduced synaptic transmission from happening. In essence, Glu
was used as a means to produce K1 release from within the
slice. We confirmed that the peak of the transient increase in
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was inserted into the s.r. of CA1 in the hippocampal
Post - epi
slice, and several minutes were spent waiting until
[K+]o rec.
Baseline 0 Mg2+ + Pic. + TTX
2 min
the readings from the electrode reached a stable
15 min
Glu. bath app.
15 min
Time
baseline. Bath application of 1 mM Glu (in the presence of TTX) evoked a transient increase in the
D
C
*
[K1]o (averaged peak D[K1]o = 2.56 6 0.35 mM; Fig.
30
Post-epi
1C, control).
In a separate slice, 0Mg21-Pic solution was first
20
perfused for 15 min to produce epileptiform activity
Control
1 min
in the absence of TTX. Recurrent transient eleva10
1
21
Time
tions in the [K ]o were recorded during the 0Mg Pic perfusion, which reflect the occurrence of
0
Control
Post-epi
coordinated burst firing of a population of neurons
Glu
(Fig. 1B, bottom; n = 6). Multiple [K1]o transients
Figure 1. K1 clearance is impaired after short-term epileptiform activity. A, Top, [K1]o values were
were observed during the 0Mg21-Pic application.
recorded from the CA1 s.r. in the hippocampus with a K1-sensing double-barreled microelectrode. Bottom,
The half-decay times of these [K1]o transients were
Schedule of the experimental procedures. In control, TTX was applied before the Glu application and [K1]o
compared. [K1]o transients occurring toward the
21
recordings. In Post-epi recordings, 0Mg21-Pic solution (in the absence of TTX) was applied to induce epileptiend of the 0Mg -Pic application phase tended to
form activity, followed by the TTX solution and then by the Glu application. B, Application of the 0Mg21-Pic
decay slower compared with those in the beginning;
solution induced recurring action potential firing (top) and [K1]o transients (bottom). Current-clamp recordhowever, the difference was not statistically different
ings from CA1 pyramidal neurons illustrate epileptiform-like activity pattern on application of 0Mg21-Pic solu(earlier [K1]o transients: half decay time =
tion
(similar results from n = 3 slices). With the K1-sensing electrode positioned in the CA1 s.r., multiple
1
0.66 6 0.094 min, n = 6; later [K1]o transients: half
[K ]o transients were observed during 0Mg21-Pic solution application. C, [K1]o transients in response to Glu
decay time = 1.11 6 0.21 min, n = 6; p = 0.085; earlier
application. [K1]o transients were prolonged when the slice was previously exposed to epileptiform activity
vs later, Welch’s t test).
(Post-epi, black trace) compared with control (gray trace). D, Bar graph showing the mean half decay time
from peak of the [K1]o transient in response to Glu application (control, n = 9; Post-epi, n = 6; pp , 0.05,
Subsequently, 1 mM Glu (in the presence of TTX)
Student’s t test). Error bars indicate the SEM. 0Mg21-Pic, Mg21-free normal ACSF supplemented with 100
was bath applied as in the control (Fig. 1A, bottom,
1
m
M Pic. Vm, membrane potential.
schedule). [K ]o transients in the Post-epi slice were
prolonged compared with the control (Fig. 1C,
connexins may be differentially regulated (Nicholson et al.,
Post-epi). The half decay times of the [K1]o tran2000). Tracking the diffusion of K1 ions themselves would
sient were significantly increased (Fig. 1D; control, n = 9;
1
be ideal; however, the intracellular K1 concentration ([K1]i)
Post-epi, n = 6; pp , 0.05, Student’s t test). The resting [K ]o
1
is normally high, and detecting small concentration changes
before Glu application and the peak D[K ]o in response to
in a high background is extremely difficult. Therefore, we
Glu application were not significantly different between the
decided to use Na1 ions as a dynamic tracer of intercellular
two groups (control: resting [K1]o = 2.62 6 0.03 mM, peak
1
1
diffusion of small cations through gap junctions (Langer et
D[K ]o = 2.56 6 0.35 mM, n = 9; Post-epi: resting [K ]o =
al., 2012; Wang et al., 2020). Concentrations of [Na1]i are
2.65 6 0.03 mM, peak D[K1]o = 3.36 6 0.64 mM, n = 6;
1
normally low. [Na1]i has been successfully recorded with a
p = 0.49 and 0.26, control vs Post-epi for resting [K ]o and
1
specific fluorescence indicator dye (SBFI; Minta and Tsien,
peak D[K ]o, Student’s t test). Slowing of glutamate trans1989; Rose and Ransom, 1996). The mobility of K1 and Na1
porter kinetics could explain the slowed [K1]o transient
in aqueous solution is very similar, and the permeability of
decay; however, that would likely result in a larger peak amK1 and Na1 through connexins has also been reported to be
plitude of the D[K1]o. Therefore, the glutamate uptake
similar (Wang and Veenstra, 1997).
response to glutamate application was not likely to be largely
SR101 was first loaded in the acute slice and SBFI-AM was
different between control and Post-epi slices.
subsequently loaded (Fig. 2B). As SR101 is selectively taken
up by astrocytes, the fluorescence of SR101 was used as a
Gap junctions become uncoupled
Hindrance of extracellular K1 clearance in Post-epi slices could
positive marker of astrocytes (Nimmerjahn et al., 2004). A
be because of the acute uncoupling of astrocyte gap junctions.
glass pipette was directly positioned on top of an identified
Therefore, we next examined the effect of epileptiform activity
astrocyte cell body, and this cell was electrically stimulated
on the degree of gap junction coupling between astrocytes
(40 V, 1 ms; Langer et al., 2012). Immediately after a single
(Fig. 2A). We were interested in changes that were induced
stimulation, the fluorescence emission evoked by excitation
with only a short time exposure (15 min) of epileptiform acat 385 nm decreased, while the emission evoked by excitation
tivity. Fluorescent dyes can take tens of minutes to hours to
at 340 nm remained unchanged. This resulted in a transient
change in the Fratio from the baseline, DFratio (DFratio =
diffuse intercellularly; thus, evaluating the gap junctional
coupling based on dye-coupling experiments was unrealistic.
DF340/DF385; Fig. 2C). An increase in the DFratio indicates an
In addition, gap junctions may not become fully closed, and
increase in the [Na1]i. The initial cell that was directly
the permeability of differently sized molecules through
stimulated was termed the “starter cell.” DFratio was observed
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multiple intercellular distances from the starter
cell (control: n = 22, 23, 4; SD = 0.20, 0.12, 0.13;
Post-epi: n = 11, 13, 8; SD = 0.18, 0.10, 0.05 for
each interval, 10–40, 50–70, 80–100 mm,
respectively; pp , 0.05, Welch’s t test; Fig. 2E).
This result indicates that intercellular diffusion
of a small cation, Na1, is decreased after shortterm epileptiform activity, which suggests that
gap junction uncoupling occurred between
astrocytes.
Intracellular alkalization via activation of
Na1/HCO3– cotransporter
We next sought to unveil the mechanisms connecting epileptiform activity and gap junction
uncoupling in astrocytes. It has been reported
that astrocytes respond to epileptiform activity
with intracellular alkalization (Chesler and
Kraig, 1987; Grichtchenko and Chesler, 1994;
Raimondo et al., 2016). It has also been reported
Figure 2. Gap junction uncoupling after short-term epileptiform activity. A, Intracellular Na1 concentration of
that opening of connexins is sensitive to
hippocampal astrocytes was imaged using a fluorescent Na1 indicator (SBFI-AM). B, Schedule of the experimental
changes in intracellular pH (González-Nieto et
procedures. In control slices (left), electrical stimulation (E. stim; 1 ms, 40 V) to the starter cell was applied after
al., 2008), as well as in their phosphorylation
21
1
15 min of ACSF perfusion. For the Post-Epi experiments, 0Mg -Pic was applied for 15 min followed by the Na
(Urschel et al., 2006). Based on this logic, we
imaging of the response to E. stim in normal ACSF (right, Post-epi). C, Left, Diagram of the experiment. Middle, A
assumed that intracellular pH changes in astrotransmission image (TM) from the recorded slice. Locations of the astrocytes are shown as color polygons. Directly
cytes induced by epileptiform activity could lead
stimulated astrocyte (starter cell) is at the tip of the electrode. Scale bars, 20 mm. Right, Time course of the fluoresto gap junction uncoupling. To examine
cent changes corresponding to the changes in the intracellular Na1 concentration. Fratio from the baseline
1
whether the pH change does indeed occur in
(= DF340/DF385) was calculated for each astrocyte. Arrowheads (gray), peaks of Fratio. In control, Na increase was
response to epileptiform activity and to deterobserved in astrocytes that are distant from the starter cell. D, In Post-epi slices, Na1 increase was largely confined
mine the mechanisms underlying such pH
to the starter cell and Na1 increase in the distant astrocytes was minimal. E, Peak DFratio was measured for each
astrocyte and normalized to the peak DFratio of the starter cell and plotted against the distance of the astrocyte
shifts, pH imaging was performed in acute
from the starter cell in control and in Post-epi slices. Values from each cell were pooled and averaged for the distanslices.
ces of 10–40, 50–70, and 80–100 mm from the starter cell. Peak DFratio was reduced in multiple distance categoA genetic pH sensor (E2GFP; Bizzarri et al.,
ries, indicating that Na1 spreads less in slices that had been exposed to prior epileptiform activity (control, n = 22,
2006) was conjugated with a membrane-tether23, 4; Post-epi, n = 11, 13, 8 for each distance, respectively; pp , 0.05, Welch’s t test with Holm correction). Error
ing domain, Lck, to generate Lck-E2GFP to
bars indicate SEM.
monitor pH changes especially in the submembrane domain, a similar strategy to the Lckin astrocytes neighboring the starter cell as well, indicating
GCaMP3 for Ca21 (Shigetomi et al., 2010).
that intercellular diffusion of Na1 occurs from the starter
Transgenic mice were created with tetO promoter, leading to the
cell to the neighboring astrocytes via gap junctions (Fig. 2C).
expression of the Lck-E2GFP. These mice were crossed with
The peak of DFratio in individual cells gradually decayed over
mice expressing tetracycline transactivator (tTA) under astrothe distance from the starter cell (Fig. 2E).
cyte-specific promoter Mlc1 (Mlc1-tTA mouse; Tanaka et al.,
The amount of initial Na1 loading into the starter cell varied
2012), resulting in bigenic mice expressing Lck-E2GFP specififrom trial to trial. We compared the amount of gap junctional
cally in astrocytes. Not all astrocytes in the brain expressed Lckspread of Na1 when the initial Na1 loading was high (.50%
E2GFP, and in the hippocampal CA1 s.r., expression was sparsely
change in DFratio) with when it was low (,50%). The relative difobserved, which allowed examination of individual cells (Fig. 3A,
fusion of Na1 into the nearby surrounding astrocytes was not
left). After exposing the slice to 0Mg21-Pic for 15 min, astrocytes
1
affected by the initial Na loading amount (for distances 10–40
became significantly alkalized relative to the control (control,
and 50–70 mm, p = 0.17 and p = 0.08, respectively; and between
n = 5; Post-epi, n = 11; ppp , 0.01, two-way repeated-measures
the high initial DFratio group, n = 5 and n = 6, and the low initial
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test; Fig. 3A, right). This
DFratio group, n = 17 and n = 17, respectively; Student’s t test).
alkaline shift lasted for at least 10 min after 0Mg21-Pic perfusion
1
Therefore, as long as the initial Na loading is above the thresh(time after 0Mg21-Pic perfusion: control: 5 min, n = 5; 10 min, n
= 5; Post-epi: 5 min, n = 11; 10 min, n = 11 for; p = 0.0019,
old for SBFI fluorescence detection, the precise amount of the
initial Na1 does not appear to affect the relative intercellular
0.0027; Student’s t test).
The electrogenic NBC is known to switch to the inward transdiffusion.
port mode on depolarization of astrocytes, resulting in an influx
Similar experiments were performed in slices that were preexposed to a short-term epileptiform activity with the 0Mg21-Pic
of both Na1 and HCO3–. Since HCO3– is an alkaline ion, inward
NBC activity could account for the intracellular alkalization of
perfusion (Post-epi; Fig. 2B, right schedule). The initial peak DFratio
astrocytes (Chesler and Kraig, 1987; Grichtchenko and Chesler,
of the stimulated astrocytes was similar between control and Postepileptic slices (control, n = 17; Post-epi, n = 24; p = 0.90; Student’s t
1994; Raimondo et al., 2016). S0859 is a compound that works as
an NBC blocker. Astrocyte alkalization in response to epileptitest). The peak DFratio decreased over distance, as in the control sliform activity was examined in the presence of 50 mM S0859.
ces, but the decrease was more apparent (Fig. 2D). Compared with
the control, the normalized peak DFratio was significantly reduced in
S0859 significantly reduced the alkaline pH shifts in response to
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short-term epileptiform activity induced by
0Mg21-Pic (Post-epi, n = 11; Post-epi 1 S0859,
n = 10; ppp , 0.01, two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test; Fig.
3B). This result shows that the astrocyte alkalization induced by short-term epileptiform activity was mediated, at least in part, by the
actions of NBC.
Intracellular alkalization induces gap
junction uncoupling
Intracellular alkalization could lead to gap junction uncoupling. To test this idea, intracellular
alkalization was artificially induced by the
application of NH4Cl (Eto et al., 2003; Kelly et
al., 2009). It has been established that, immediately after NH4Cl bath application, intracellular
alkalization occurs. However, this alkalization is
followed by acidifications, often after NH4Cl removal. To confirm whether this intracellular
pH shift could be replicated in our study, we
performed pH imaging using brain slices from
Figure 3. Intracellular alkalization and gap junction uncoupling on epileptiform activity. A, Left, Diagram of the
the Mlc1-tTA::tetO-Lck-E2GFP mice. In acexperimental setup (top) and a fluorescent image of E2GFP expression the bigenic mice, Mlc1-tTA::tetO-lck-E2GFP.
Right, Mean pH change (mean 6 SEM) from the baseline is plotted. Values were normalized to the control. After
cordance with the previous reports, on 20 mM
15 min of 0Mg21-Pic perfusion (abbreviated as 0Mg21), intracellular pH became higher (alkalized) compared with
NH4Cl bath application, astrocytes indeed
control at both 15 and 110 min time points (control, n = 5; 0Mg21-Pic, n = 11; ppp , 0.01, two-way repeatedbecame alkalized compared with the baseline
measures
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test). B, Left, Diagram of the experiments. NBC activation resulted in
(n = 2, DFratio = 1.05 6 0.02; normalized to
intracellular alkalization because of the influx of the alkaline ion HCO3–. Application of S0859, a NBC blocker, prebaseline). After 8–10 min of NH4Cl perfusion,
vented the HCO3– influx. Right, Intracellular alkaline pH shifts were prevented by S0859 (0Mg21-Pic, same data as
the bath solutions were switched back to the
in Fig. 3A, n = 11; S0859 in 0Mg21-Pic, n = 10; ppp , 0.01, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA followed by
normal ACSF without NH4Cl. An immediate
Tukey’s post hoc test). C, Gap junction coupling evaluated by the [Na1]i imaging in astrocytes. Top panels,
rebound acidification was also observed with
Application of 20 mM NH4Cl, which induces intracellular alkalization, resulted in a strong gap junction uncoupling.
the removal of NH4Cl (n = 2, normalized
Bottom, Epileptiform activity induced by 0Mg21-Pic perfusion normally induced intracellular alkalization in astrocytes as well as gap junction uncoupling among the astrocytes. In the presence of S0859, gap junctions were
DFratio = 0.85 6 0.004; normalized to baseline).
relieved from uncoupling, although the slice was exposed to epileptiform activity. Scale bars, 20 mm. D, Normalized
Therefore, the Na1 imaging to evaluate the
peak DFratio plotted against the distance from the starter cell in alkalized and S0859 conditions. Gap junction couextent of gap junction coupling was performed
pling was significantly reduced by direct alkalization by NH4Cl (left; control, same data as in Fig. 2E, n = 22, 23, 4;
in the presence of NH4Cl within 8 min from the
NH
4Cl, n = 13, 13, 13 for each interval, 10–40, 50–70, 80–100 mm, respectively; pp , 0.05, ppppp , 0.0001,
start of perfusion to ensure intracellular alkaliWelch’s t test with Holm correction). Even when the slice was exposed to 0Mg21-Pic solution, if the solution was
zation, not acidification.
supplemented with S0859, the gap junction was relieved from uncoupling (0Mg21-Pic, same data as in Fig. 2E,
Compared with the control, the normalized
n = 11, 13, 8; S0859 in 0Mg21-Pic, n = 26, 13, 3 for each interval, respectively; pppp , 0.001, Welch’s t test).
peak DFratio was significantly reduced in multiple intercellular distances from the starter cell
in the superfusate, the normalized peak DFratio was significantly
in the presence of 20 mM NH4Cl in ACSF (conincreased at an intercellular distance of 50–70 mm from the
trol: n = 22, 23, 4; SD = 0.20, 0.12, 0.13; Alkalization: n = 13, 13,
starter cell (Post-epi: n = 11, 13, 8; SD = 0.18, 0.10, 0.05; Post-epi
13; SD = 0.09, 0.10, 0.06; for each interval: 10–40, 50–70, 80–
1 S0859: n = 26, 13, 3; SD = 0.14, 0.09, 0.13; for each interval,
100 mm, respectively; pp , 0.05, ppppp , 0.0001, Welch’s t test;
10–40, 50–70, 80–100 mm, respectively; pppp , 0.001, Welch’s t
Fig. 3C, top, D, left). As mentioned above, the amount of initial
test; Fig. 3C, bottom, D, right). In these S0859 datasets, again,
Na1 loading to the starter cell varied from trial to trial; however,
the average amount of initial Na1 loading happened to be low
the relative intercellular Na1 diffusion did not appear to depend
(Post-epi, n = 24; Post-epi 1 S0859, n = 15; p , 0.05; Welch’s t
significantly on the initial Na1 loading. Although the data taken
test),
which was similar to the NH4Cl condition. In contrast to
in NH4Cl condition happened to have a relatively smaller initial
the above NH4Cl condition, however, the diffusion was high.
peak DFratio compared with the control on average (control,
This also supports the idea that Na1 diffusion is not dependent
n = 17; Alkalization, n = 12; p , 0.05, Welch’s t test), the low diffu1
on
the amount of initial Na1 loading but is dependent on the
sion of Na in NH4Cl condition is likely not because of the low
astrocyte gap junction coupling, which is likely to be controlled
initial Na1 amplitude. These data suggest that gap junction
by the intracellular pH. This result suggests that, when astrocyte
uncoupling occurs in response to intracellular alkalization.
alkalization in response to epileptiform activity is prevented,
We have shown above that intracellular alkalization of astroastrocyte gap junctions become relieved from uncoupling.
cytes in response to epileptiform activity could be partially inhibPrevious reports suggest that the gap junction coupling is not
ited with the application of S0859, a blocker of NBC (Fig. 3B).
linearly related to the intracellular pH (Swietach et al., 2007).
Therefore, we examined whether the gap junction uncoupling
This nonlinear relationship likely underlies the fact that
could also be prevented with the application of S0859. After the
changes in gap junction coupling were nearly completely
slice had been exposed to epileptiform activity with 0Mg21-Pic,
gap junctions between astrocytes became uncoupled (Figs. 2D,
blocked (Fig. 3C,D), but the pH change was only partially
E, 3D, right, Post-epi). However, with the application of S0859
blocked with S0859 (Fig. 3B).
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Figure 4. Development of hyperactivity was prevented by S0859. A, Left, Schaffer collaterals were electrically stimulated and the LFP was recorded with an electrode placed in the CA1 region. NEESs were applied and NEES-induced
response was recorded after each train simulation. A train consisted of 100 Hz for 100 ms, which was repeated at 10 s
intervals for 10 times. NEES responses were recorded in Mg21-free ACSF to ensure short-lasting (less than ;1 s)
response to NEES. Epileptiform activity was induced with a more intense stimulation, also in Mg21-free ACSF (Epi-stim,
100 Hz for 1 s, which was repeated 20 times at 30 s intervals). NEES responses were recorded before (Pre-epi NEES) and
after (Post-epi NEES) the Epi-stim. Middle, Traces represent NEES responses of Pre-epi (gray) and Post-epi (black) from
the same slice. Right, PS of the NEES response was calculated for the time window between 95 and 745 ms after the
final stimulation for the single traces shown in the middle panel. Within the range shown, power increased in all frequencies once the slice was exposed to epileptiform activity. B, Left, PS was calculated for each of the traces recorded
from a single slice and subsequently averaged. Difference between Post-epi NEES and Pre-epi NEES was calculated.
Middle panels, PS differences are plotted against the frequency for recordings from all nine slices in control (black).
Positive values indicate that the power of the NEES response became larger especially in the lower frequency range
(;10–50 Hz). In contrast, when S0859 (gray) was applied, a power increase after epileptiform activity was not
observed. Right, Bar graphs showing the mean 6 SEM AUCs of PS differences from 4 to 8, 8 to 12, 13 to 30, and 30 to
100 Hz, respectively. An increase in the AUCs was observed epileptiform activity in control, whereas such an increase
totally abolished in the presence of S0859 (control, n = 9; S0859, n = 4; pp , 0.05, ppp , 0.01; n.s., not significant,
Welch’s t test). ISI, Interstimulus interval; Freq, frequency.

Neuronal excitability increase was prevented by inhibition of
alkalization
Following epileptiform activity, neuronal excitability is known to
increase. Our results shown above indicate that only tens of
minutes of short-term epileptiform activity lead to alkalization of
astrocytes, which leads to gap junction uncoupling and to an
attenuated clearance of [K1]o from the extracellular space. This
delay in the [K1]o clearance could be the underlying mechanisms for the early epileptogenesis. Therefore, it may be possible
to prevent the exacerbation of epilepsy by suppressing the alkalization of astrocytes to epileptiform activity.
To examine this possibility, first, a short train of stimuli
(100 Hz for 100 ms) of the Schaffer collaterals was applied to
evaluate the neuronal excitability in acute hippocampal slices
(i.e., NEESs) and LFP recordings were analyzed (Fig. 4A). In normal ACSF, this short train of stimulation failed to induce a sizable response, which can outlast the duration of the stimuli (data
not shown), probably because of the fact that the circuitry of the
hippocampus was partially cut from the slicing procedure.
Therefore, for all recording sessions for Figure 4, Mg21-free
ACSF was always used to ensure a short-lasting (less than ;1
s) response to NEES, which could be analyzed without the interference of the artifact. It should be mentioned that, even
in Mg21-free ACSF, without picrotoxin, spontaneous continuous epileptiform activity did not occur. First, the NEES

response was recorded as a control (Preepi NEES response; 100 Hz for 100 ms,
which was repeated at 10 s intervals for 10
trials). Then, epileptiform activity was
induced with a prolonged Schaffer collateral stimulation that lasted for 10 min
total (Epi-stim; 100 Hz for 1 s, which was
repeated 20 times at 30 s intervals). After
this epileptiform activity, the NEES
response was recorded again to evaluate
the changes in the neuronal excitability
(Post-epi NEES response).
Pre-epi and Post-epi NEES responses
were analyzed and the PS density was calculated. At nearly all of the frequency
bands within the range of 10–50 Hz, Postepi power was larger than the Pre-epi
power (Fig. 4B, left). The difference in the
Post-epi and Pre-epi PS density graphs
was taken as a measure of NEES response
intensification induced by epileptiform
activity. In all nine slices tested, the NEES
response intensification was apparent.
However, when S0859 was applied during
the Epi-stim phase, such an increase in the
PS density was not observed (Fig. 4B, middle bottom). The area under the curve
(AUC) of the PS density was calculated for
each frequency division shown in Figure
4B (right). The difference in the AUC was
significant for most frequency divisions
(control, n = 9; 50 mM S0859, n = 4; pp ,
0.05, ppp , 0.01 Welch’s t test; Fig. 4B,
right). This result indicates that the blockade of NBC suppresses the development
of neuronal excitability in response to
short-term 10 min exposure to epileptiform activity.

In vivo rapid kindling was inhibited with NBC blockade
After cessation of a long train (more than several seconds) of
electrical stimulation of the hippocampus in vivo, a period of
increased neuronal activity is observed that can last for many
seconds. This activity is referred to as stimulus-induced AD
(Goddard et al., 1969). Following repeated exposure to ADinducing stimuli, AD becomes intensified. This intensification
of hyperactivity is referred to as “kindling” and such a plastic
change of the brain is thought to be associated with the exacerbation of epilepsy (Goddard, 1983; Lothman and Williamson,
1993).
As shown above, the development of hyperexcitability was
suppressed by application of a NBC blocker, S0859. We further
explored the possibility that the exacerbation of epilepsy can be
prevented by S0859. To examine this, a rapid hippocampal kindling model was adopted to perform experiments in vivo (Fig.
5A,B; electrical stimulation with a bipolar electrode implanted in
the hippocampus, 50 Hz for 10 s, 30 min interstimulus interval,
12 stimulations/d for 3 d). Stainless screw electrodes were used
for cortical EEG recordings, and ADs were examined from these
recordings. A probe with a semipermeable membrane, such as
used for microdialysis experiments, was inserted into the hippocampus via the guide cannula (Fig. 5A,B). During the recording
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sessions, either the low (physiological) Ca21
in vivo ACSF or the low Ca21 in vivo ACSF
supplemented with 300 mM S0859 was continuously administered through this probe.
A relatively high concentration of S0859 was
used in this experiment because the actual
effective drug concentration reaching the
brain tissue would likely be reduced after
going through the semipermeable membrane of the microdialysis probe. As the recovery rate of this probe is ;5–10%,
maximum concentration reached in the
brain parenchyma is likely to be ,30 mM
(see Materials and Methods).
In control conditions, the intensity of
the AD elicited by the second train of stimuli tended to increase compared with the
first train (Fig. 5C, left top). To quantify the
intensity of the AD, first, the absolute value
of the raw EEG trace was taken and then an
integral of the value was calculated. The basal EEG has constant noise; thus, the raw
EEG trace fluctuates between positive and
negative values. Therefore, when an absolute value is taken, constant fluctuation of
only the positive values would be obtained.
Accumulated integral of these values would
result in a continuous increase, which
would be approximately linear along the
time axis. Stimulus-induced AD would add
Figure 5. NBC blocker suppressed in vivo rapid hippocampal kindling. A, Diagram of the method for intrahippocampal
application of S0859 during rapid kindling. A microdialysis probe with semipermeable membrane was used, and ACSF
larger fluctuation to the EEG trace on top
continuously flowed through the probe (gray). When S0859 was added to the ACSF, S0859 would be directly applied to
of the basal fluctuation. To evaluate the
the brain parenchyma by permeating through the tip membrane. Electrical stimulations to the hippocampus were delivfluctuation increase induced by stimulusered between the two implanted electrodes (black bars shown as Stim.). B, Experimental time courses of rapid hippoinduced AD, the linear increase in the absocampal kindling. ACSF or ACSF supplemented with 300 mM S0859 was applied through the probe 30 min before the first
lute baseline integral was subtracted from
stimulation. The solution application lasted for ;6 h until end of the 12th stimulation. A train stimulus consisted of 1the absolute EEG integral increase and
ms-duration pulses at 20 ms ISI (50 Hz) 500 times (10 s), which was repeated at 30 min interval 12 times/d.
shown as a graph (Fig. 5C, right). In conApproximately 6 h of such experiments were repeated for 3 consecutive days. C, Top, Stimulation-induced ADs were oftrols, compared with the first AD, the secten more severe for the second (black) stimulation compared with the first one (gray) in control. Arrows represent the
ond AD tended to have a larger peak
duration of ADs. Bottom, This acute increase in the severity of the stimulation-induced ADs was often not observed
integrated amplitude. On the contrary, in
when the S0859 was applied. Right, For the traces shown in the middle panel, absolute values of the EEG traces were
first integrated and the linear increase in the integral because of the baseline noise was subtracted. The first (gray) and
the presence of S0859, an AD increase
the second (black) integrated ADs calculated from the left original traces are shown. The peak of the second integrated
between the first and second train stimulus
peak was larger than the first in control, but in S0859, the increase in the integrated peak was often not apparent. D,
was not apparent and, actually, the AD inLeft, The peak of the integrated AD was measured, and the ratio of the peak to that from the first stimulation was calcutensity, rather, often decreased (Fig. 5C,
lated (mean 6 SEM). The integrated AD ratio increased for the second stimulus in control; however, the increase was
bottom panels). The AD intensity from the
not present when S0859 was applied (pp , 0.05, n = 6 animals each, Student’s t test). Middle panels, Averaged AD
first and the second stimulations was comoccurrence rates (top) and durations (bottom). Note that ADs were always evoked by the first stimulation in all mice
pared between the two groups (Fig. 5D).
shown, as mice that did not exhibit an AD with the fixed stimulation strength were omitted for further analysis. In the
The peak ratio (second peak/first peak) of
presence of S0859, AD occurrence dropped significantly during multiple days of stimulation. However, when AD did
the AD intensity was significantly decreased
occur, the AD duration increased with each day of stimulation as in control (n = 5–6 animals each; x 2 = 27.4, 24.5, 91
by S0859 administration compared with
for days 1, 2, 3, respectively; ppppp , 0.0001, x 2 test). Note that AD duration was calculated only when AD occurred.
By day 3 (D3), in the presence of S0859, most stimulation failed to produce an AD in all animals tested. Therefore, AD
controls (n = 6 animals each; pp , 0.05,
duration was not calculated for D3 for S0859 condition. Right, AD durations (including AD = 0) in response to each stimStudent’s t test; Fig. 5D, left). This result
ulation (total, 36 stimulations; 12 stim./d for 3 d) were averaged across all animals in the control group and the S0859
shows that exposure to a single epileptiform
group, respectively (n = 5–6 animals each; shown as lines). Daily averages were also calculated for each group and are
activity leads to the development of hypershown as symbols (pppp , 0.001, ppppp , 0.0001, daily averages of control vs S0859 group, Mann–Whitney U test).
activity in vivo, as in slices. It also shows
that this short-term development can be
S0859-treated animals (n = 5–6 animals each; x 2 = 27.4, 24.5, 91
prevented with NBC blockade with S0859.
for days 1, 2, 3, respectively; ppppp , 0.0001, x 2 test; Fig. 5D,
To further examine the effects of S0859, we observed the AD
middle top). This was an interesting finding, which may suggest
occurrence rate and the AD durations for the whole 3 d kindling
that the basal activity of NBC keeps the pH to somewhat alkaline
period. AD was produced in response to nearly every stimulus
state, which keeps a certain level of gap junctional uncoupling.
train in control conditions, whereas the occurrence of the AD
The gap junction may become fully opened with continuous
rapidly declined with continuous administration of S0859 (during the 6 h of recording time). By day 3, no AD was evoked in
S0859 application, which makes [K1]o clearance extremely
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efficient and AD can no longer be produced. Other unaccounted
effects of NBC blockade may happen, which need to be
addressed with future studies.
Continuous exposure to epileptiform activity for days
resulted in prolongation of the AD duration in control conditions. Interestingly, when occurrence of AD did not fail,
similar prolongation of the AD duration was observed in
S0859-treated animals as well. This suggests that multiple
mechanisms underlie the development of hyperexcitability
and the prevention of alkalization could only prevent this
process partially. However, the total AD durations, which
includes situations where no AD was produced (AD = 0 s),
were significantly shortened in the S0859 group (n = 5–6 animals each; pppp , 0.001, ppppp , 0.0001, daily averages of
control vs S0859 group, Mann–Whitney U test; Fig. 5D,
right). This suggest that in addition to the preventative
action of S0859 in kindling development of epilepsy, it may
also have a pure antiepileptic effect.
To evaluate whether S0859 administration has any adverse
effect on the overall healthiness of the brain, we examined the
EEG in the resting state in vivo. First, EEGs after 30 min exposure to control ACSF and to S0859 were compared. EEG traces
(60 s) were converted to PSs and the AUC of these PSs was calculated for six frequency divisions (delta, 1–4 Hz; theta, 4–7 Hz;
alpha, 8–13 Hz; beta, 14–30 Hz; gamma, 30–100 Hz; high
gamma, 80–150 Hz). There were no significant difference
between the two groups in any of the frequency divisions
(AUCs; control day 1, n = 6; S0859 day 1, n = 6; p = 0.093,
p = 0.30, p = 0.13, p = 0.22, p = 0.11, p = 0.29 for delta, theta,
alpha, beta, gamma, high gamma, respectively; Student’s t test
for theta, alpha, beta; Welch’s t test for delta, gamma, high
gamma band power). The animals were then exposed to 6 h of
ACSF or S0859 administrations daily while epileptiform activity
was induced by electrical train stimuli 12 times every 30 min.
EEGs obtained on day 3, after 30 min of ACSF or S0859 administration and just before the first electrical train stimulation
were also analyzed. There also was no significant difference
between the two groups (AUCs; control day 3, n = 6; S0859 day
3, n = 5; p = 0.39, p = 0.15, p = 0.17, p = 0.18, p = 0.15, p = 0.32 for
delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma, high gamma, respectively;
Student’s t test for delta, theta, alpha, beta; Welch’s t test for
gamma, high gamma-band power). This suggests that S0859
does not have a noticeable side effect on the normal neural
activity.
In addition, we found that AUC of the delta band taken
before the first electrical stimulus was significantly increased
from day 1 to day 3 in control but not in S0859-administered
animals (control day 1, n = 6; AUC = 20.4 6 2.37 mV2; control
day 3, n = 6; AUC = 52.9 6 11.7 mV2; pp , 0.05, Welch’s t test for
control day 1 vs day3; S0859 day 1, n = 6; AUC = 50.7 6 14.6
mV2; S0859 day 3, n = 5; AUC = 34.4 6 17.5 mV2; p = 0.49,
Student’s t test for S0859 day 1 vs day 3). In focal epilepsy human
patients, delta activity increases near the seizure onset zone
(Lundstrom et al., 2019). Therefore, an increase in the delta activity in control animals on day 3 may reflect the pathologic state
of the brain achieved through kindling. Such signs of epileptogenesis were absent in S0859-administered animals.
Together, using electrophysiology and ion concentration recording techniques, we show that astrocyte gap junction uncoupling is the key change associated with this modification in the
brain status. Pharmacological intervention to stop the cascade of
events leading to exacerbation of epilepsy was sought. This strategy of inhibiting the plasticity of astrocyte function rather than
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directly suppressing neuronal firing may provide a new therapeutic direction for a preventative medicine for epileptic
patients.

Discussion
Epilepsy is known to become more severe with each seizure.
Using the animal kindling model, it has been shown that the
consecutive occurrence of seizures leads to a higher frequency
and severity of seizures (Goddard, 1983; Lothman and
Williamson, 1993). The amount of plastic changes that occur at
the very early stage of epilepsy may be a prognosis of epileptogenesis. Describing the mechanisms of the initial response and
the subsequent cascading events would be useful for devising a
new preventative medicine for the suppression of epileptogenesis. Here, we demonstrated that acute plastic changes in the neuronal excitability occur in response to the first-time exposure to
an epileptiform activity. We found that brief epileptiform activity
was sufficient to activate the NBC in astrocytes, which resulted in
the HCO3– influx and intracellular alkalization. Our work furthermore suggests that these alkaline pH shifts led to gap junction uncoupling and to the impairment of K1 clearance. Under
such circumstances, homeostatic mechanisms that normally
allow local containment of hyperactivity become breached.
Intervening with this plasticity process by blocking the NBC may
become a promising strategy for prevention of epileptogenesis
(Fig. 6).
Exacerbation of epilepsy occurs through multiple mechanisms, such as (1) an increase in excitatory synaptic transmission, (2) an increase in the number of excitatory synapses, (3) a
loss of inhibitory interneurons, and (4) a hindrance of [K1]o
clearance. This hindrance of [K1]o clearance could be because of
a K1 uptake problem and/or to the delay of intercellular K1 diffusion caused by the disruption of the astrocyte network. When
epileptiform activity spreads globally throughout the whole
brain, reduction of [K1]o uptake by the Kir4.1 channel and/or
the Na1/K1-ATPase become the major cause of the impairment
of [K1]o clearance. Intercellular K1 diffusion likely contributes
to the [K1]o clearance at the very early stage of epileptogenesis
when the hyperactivity is still relatively confined to a smaller area
(Larsen et al., 2014; Breithausen et al., 2020). In this study, we
focused on the acute plasticity of astrocyte gap junctions. Studies
using transgenic mice lacking gap junction proteins or the application of gap junction inhibitors, such as carbenoxolone or gap27, a
Cx43-specific inhibitor, have shown that the loss of gap junction
communications between astrocytes led to a delay in the [K1]o
clearance both in vitro and in vivo (Wallraff et al., 2006;
Bazzigaluppi et al., 2017). In addition, computational modeling
showed a positive correlation between gap junction uncoupling and
increased/prolonged [K1]o transients (Du et al., 2018). In accordance with these studies, our results demonstrate the importance of
astrocyte gap junctions in [K1]o clearance at the first-time exposure
to epileptiform activity and at the early stage of epileptogenesis.
Gap junction uncoupling in astrocytes has been suggested to
occur at the advanced stage of epilepsy (Jin and Chen, 2011; Li
et al., 2019; Breithausen et al., 2020). In human patients with
epilepsy, loss of astrocytes occurs and astrocytes become
uncoupled in the sclerotic hippocampus (Bedner et al., 2015).
In immature mice, 5 d after hyperthermia-induced seizure, gap
junction coupling became strongly inhibited (Khan et al.,
2016). Inflammatory processes likely led to the changes in the
Cx43 expression level and/or to the phosphorylation of the
Cx43 C terminus (Khan et al., 2016). It should be noted, however, that enhanced gap junction was observed in some epilepsy
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Figure 6. Mechanisms of the exacerbation of epilepsy and therapeutic strategy. Burst
action potential firing of neurons leads to excess amount of K1 efflux from the cytosols of
neurons to the extracellular space. The K1 leads to depolarization of astrocytes, NBC is activated, and, with the influx of HCO3–, intracellular pH of astrocytes becomes alkalized. Gap
junction uncoupling occurs as a consequence and K1 clearance becomes impaired, and the
brain becomes more susceptible to hyperactivity (exacerbation of epilepsy). The alkaline shifts
of the astrocytes in response to epileptiform activity can be inhibited with NBC blocker. Gap
junction uncoupling can then be avoided, which would allow smooth clearance of the K1
through the intercellular network of astrocytes. Suppressing the detrimental plasticity of the
astrocyte function in response to initial occurrences of seizures may prevent the development
of epileptogenesis and could become a new therapeutic strategy.

studies, and the contradiction may be coming from the use of
different experimental paradigms (De Pina-Benabou et al.,
2001; Rouach et al., 2008). It is thus important to determine
how the plastic changes in gap junction are initiated. In contrast to the articles introduced above, which studied changes
occurring on a timescale of days to years, we focused on the
very acute phase of epilepsy. We found that plastic changes of
gap junctional coupling occur after only a few minutes of epileptiform activity. This conclusion is supported by the recent
report by Wang et al. (2020) showing that short-term epileptiform activity indeed weakened the gap junction coupling and
spatial K1 distribution.
Electrophysiological studies have shown that gap junction
uncoupling was induced by intracellular alkalization in ventricular myocytes (Swietach et al., 2007) and in vascular endothelial
cells (Boedtkjer et al., 2013). However, it should be noted that it
has also been reported that acidification could also lead to
uncoupling (Swietach et al., 2007). In either case, the intracellular
pH change appears to be linked to gap junction uncoupling. It is
possible that (1) activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase
pathway could lead to gap junction closure. Following (1), (2)
internalization of Cx43 could occur via the Src pathway, which
leads to the decrease in the number of gap junction proteins on
the plasma membrane. Another possibility is that (3) interaction
of Cx43 and the cytoskeletal elements may lead to a smaller gap
junction conductance (Solan and Lampe, 2009, 2014; MárquezRosado et al., 2012; Thévenin et al., 2013). It seems unlikely that
protein expression levels change during the short time course
that we mainly focused on. Therefore, intracellular pH shifts
caused by NBC activation presumably leads to gap junction closure by (1) the direct effect of the intracellular pH on the connexin open probability, (2) the phosphorylation of connexins,
and/or (3) the protein binding to connexins, leading to their
functional alterations.
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Alkaline pH shifts occur in astrocytes in response to seizurelike activity (Chesler and Kraig, 1987; Raimondo et al., 2016).
Upon epileptiform activity, K1 is discharged to the extracellular
space from the inside of neurons. Increase in the [K1]o leads to
the depolarization of the astrocytes because much of the K1
channels in astrocytes is constitutively in a highly open probability state, and the membrane potential of astrocytes basically follows the changes in the [K1]o (Stephan et al., 2012;
Karus et al., 2015). Cell depolarization activates the NBC in
astrocytes, and, as a result, HCO3– influx occurs, which leads
to intracellular alkalization (Chesler and Kraig, 1989;
Deitmer and Szatkowski, 1990; Hampson et al., 1994; Pappas
and Ransom, 1994; Scemes and Spray, 2012; Raimondo et al.,
2016). In accordance with this scheme, application of the
NBC blocker S0859 led to the prevention of intracellular alkalization of astrocytes. Although NBC is also expressed in neurons, previous reports suggest that pharmacological NBC
inhibition by S0859, effectively targeted intracellular pH
shifts of astrocytes, rather than that of neurons (Raimondo et
al., 2016). It has also been shown that electrogenic NBC is
highly expressed in astrocytes compared with neurons, and
also, RNA transcripts for NBC encoding gene are higher in
astrocytes (Giffard et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2014). NBCn1, an
electroneutral type of NBC, has been shown to be expressed
mostly in excitatory postsynaptic membrane (Park et al.,
2010). Knocking out this gene resulted in reduced susceptibility to seizure induction by NMDA application (Park et al.,
2019). This was because of the downregulation of NMDARs
on neuronal membrane. Chronic blockade of neuronal NBC
may also have the beneficial effect of reducing epileptic seizures through pathways other than the inhibition of astrocyte
gap junction uncoupling.
It has also been shown that NBCe1 activation in astrocytes
induces the influx of one Na1 along with two HCO3–; thus, the
net charge is negative (Astion et al., 1987; Alberts et al., 1994;
Theparambil et al., 2015). Therefore, the activation of NBC in
astrocytes results in their repolarization or hyperpolarization. If
NBC operating in the inward direction is constitutively active,
blockade of NBC by S0859 would lead to a more depolarized
potential compared with control. Therefore, in the presence of
S0859, one would imagine that K1 efflux from the depolarized
astrocytes may occur. However, our results show that S0859
rather had an antiepileptic effect. Thus, even if basal depolarization is induced in astrocytes by the application of S0859, the antiepileptic effect overwhelmed the proepileptic effect from
depolarization. It has also been shown that the conductance of
gap junctions became increased when astrocytes were hyperpolarized (Revilla et al., 2000). Blocking the NBC by S0859 could
lead to gap junction uncoupling by depolarization. However, our
results show that the blockade of NBC led to the prevention of
gap junction uncoupling. Therefore, the key mechanism underlying gap junction uncoupling is likely to be the alkalization
induced by NBC activation. The membrane potential alterations
induced by NBC activation play rather a minor role in modifying
the gap junction coupling.
In addition to these findings, using a rapid kindling in vivo
animal model, we showed that continuous pharmacological inhibition of NBC resulted in the downregulation of both AD durations and AD occurrence. This result suggests that, because of
the basal inward NBC activity, the cytosol of the astrocytes
remains somewhat alkaline, which keeps a certain level of gap
junction uncoupling. With continuous blockade of NBC, the gap
junctions may become fully open, resulting in an above-baseline
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efficiency of K1 clearance promoting an antiepileptic effect.
However, other effects of S0859 administration also need to be
taken into consideration. NBC has also been suggested to be
related to glycogenesis. Therefore, continuous NBC blockade
may affect the energy metabolism in astrocytes, which in turn
would ultimately affect neuronal activity (Rouach et al., 2000;
Fernández-Moncada et al., 2018).
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